An important component of vision is eye movement, which plays a crucial role in how organisms take in visual information about the world. Subjects need to make eye movements on the visual scene because visual acuity is highest in the central visual field and is progressively lower in farther peripheral eccentricities. Thus, it is necessary to make several eye movements across the visual input such that by piecemeal processing, the entire visual scene is eventually processed with high spatial acuity. The location of fixations 1 and saccades 2 determine which visual information is processed, and eventually contribute to what gets perceived by the brain.
Research regarding what drives eye movements is largely divided into examining two broad mechanisms: bottom-up and top-down processes. Bottom-up processes refer to those that are stimulus driven, whereas top-down processes refer to those that are driven by prior knowledge and task demands. Especially for humans, there is substantial research regarding how these two differing eye movement mechanisms contribute to the overall process of visual perception.
Category specific feature effects
The visual stimuli's key features can drive top-down eye movements. Some stimulus categories have distinguishing features that draw human eye movements and consequently help them perceive the target stimulus. Because of their social relevance as well as their visual consistency, in that exemplars of each of these categories are composed of similar features in the same configuration, faces and scenes have been studied frequently in this context.
There is a large body of evidence showing that humans tend to fixate on internal facial features (eyes, nose, mouth) rather than other regions in the face (such as the chin, cheek, or forehead); in particular, subjects make many more fixations on the eyes compared to other facial features (Yarbus, 1976 , Janik, Wellens, Goldberg, & Dell'osso, 1978 , Saether, 2009 ).
Interestingly, patient populations with deficits in face perception have atypical viewing patterns of faces. Autistic individuals who have trouble recognizing familiar faces also tend to make less fixations on the eyes than typical adults (Pelphry et al., 2002) . There is also evidence that acquired prosopagnostic individuals 3 make most of their fixations on the mouth rather than the eyes, correlating with their low face recognition ability (Orban de Xivry et al., 2008) . Such results suggest that fixations on core features such as the eyes, nose, and mouth are crucial for perception of faces.
Category-specific features also drive human gaze on scenes. In particular, there is evidence showing that scene-schema knowledge is used to direct eye movements. This sceneschema knowledge includes information such as what types of objects are likely to be found in certain scenes and spatial regularities associated with a scene (Henderson, 2003) . For example, subjects fixate earlier, more often, and for longer durations on objects that are inconsistent with the scene schema such as an octopus in a farm scene, compared to objects that are consistent with the scene schema such as a tractor in a farm scene (Loftus & Mackworth, 1978) . It is thought that humans can rapidly determine the gist of the scene, and subsequently use the scene schema associated with it to limit and direct the initial fixations to areas of the scene that are most likely to contain the objects relevant for the task that the subject is performing (Schyns & Oliva, 1994 , Oliva et al., 2003 .
Fixation patterns for other categories such as objects have not been studied as frequently because they tend to have more variable exemplars. For example, the category of manmade 3 Prosopagnostic individual: has a specific impairment in face recognition.
objects contains both chairs and printers, which have very different features and configurations.
Narrowing down such stimulus categories to basic level categories (Rosch, 1976) , which contain exemplars with regular features and configuration, will allow investigation of feature effects on eye movements towards specific basic-level object categories.
While prior research has suggested that fixations are directed to category-specific features, there are also limitations to inferences that can be made from these studies. One caveat is that prior studies tended to show stimuli in the same view. Research on eye movements towards faces especially used almost exclusively frontal views of faces (Saether, 2009 ). This potentially creates a confound between the location of a feature and its consistent position in the visual field. For example, the eyes and the nose bridge tend to be in the center of the face. Thus, a general bias to fixate on the center on the image may be misinterpreted as a bias to fixate on the eyes or nose. Related to this bias is an interesting finding from neuroimaging research showing that brain regions that process faces overlap foveal (central visual field) representations, and brain regions that process scenes overlap peripheral representations (Levy et. al., 2001) . It has been suggested (Malach, Levy, & Hasson, 2002 ) that this coupling is related to consistent fixation patterns on faces and scenes. For example, the central bias for faces may be due to the need for the visual system to put the face in the location where the visual acuity is highest.
However, it is unknown if there is a differential preference for central fixations on faces and peripheral fixations on scenes, and whether tendencies to fixate on particular locations in the visual field generate eye movements towards particular features. In order to separately test fixations on particular locations in the visual field vs. features, it is necessary to show stimuli in a way that the same feature will appear in different locations in the visual field. One way to do this is to show stimuli in different views. For example, side views of faces contain eyes and nose in the peripheral rather than central visual field.
Task specific effects
Another factor that affects top-down initiated eye movements is the task. The distribution of fixations on a stimulus changes depending on the type of task that the subject is engaged in, as the visual information that needs to be obtained varies with the task demands (Yarbus, 1967) .
For example, Yarbus showed that in a scene containing people, subjects fixated on the faces when asked to report the age of the people in the scene, but fixated on the clothes when ask to report their socioeconomic status. This suggests that the eye fixation patterns may differ according to how visual stimuli will be processed under a particular task.
Although there are a myriad of tasks that can be researched, we focused on two particular tasks: encoding and recognition. We focused on encoding tasks as they have been studied less compared to learning tasks; although similar tasks, subjects are aware of a future memory test for learning tasks whereas they are not necessarily aware for encoding tasks. Encoding and recognition tasks are related but have contrasting mechanisms. In encoding tasks, subjects view the stimuli for the first time, while in recognition memory tasks, subjects view the stimuli after a delay with the purpose of identifying the image. Because the information required to be successful at these two tasks may be different, these two tasks may have different fixation patterns, where subjects will fixate on what is important for each task. Furthermore, because encoding the stimuli directly affects the recognition performance of subjects, an open question that remains is whether eye movements in the encoding phase will directly affect subjects' recognition memory performance.
Several studies have found patterns in learning tasks that relate to recognition performance, and such results can also inform us of patterns in encoding tasks. Generally, more fixations on the target stimulus during learning lead to better performance in a recognition task (Loftus, 1972) . Similar findings have been found for specific categories, such as faces. For example, subjects with higher memory performance for face stimuli make a greater number of fixations on the eyes compared to the lower memory performance group during the learning phase, switching more frequently between the left and right eye (Sekiguchi, 2011) . Recognition tasks after learning have distinct eye movements as well. For example, there are more fixations made on the eyes and nose, which are distinct features crucial for recognition, in face recognition tasks compared to face learning tasks (Henderson, Williams, and Falk, 2005) . The scan-path, or order of eye fixations is also hypothesized to have an effect on recognition, whereby recognition occurs through using a fixed ordered sequence of fixations made during the learning phase; the scan-path for encoding and recognition should be relatively similar (Norton, 1971) .
Although there are studies comparing eye movements during learning and recognition tasks, not many exist that look at eye viewing patterns during encoding tasks, where subjects do not know that they are supposed to memorize the stimuli for later recognition. Existing research on general learning tasks can influence our hypotheses regarding eye movements during implicit encoding and recognition tasks, which in turn can support existing theories on general learning tasks.
Research Questions
Previous research has shown the existence of various mechanisms for eye movements, but there are still several questions left unanswered that we intend to address in this study. We will focus on three areas: the category-specific feature effect for each stimulus category, the effect of visual eccentricity, and task-dependent eye fixation patterns for encoding and recognition tasks.
First, do subjects make eye movements towards category-specific feature effects? We hypothesize that subjects make fixations on features that are informative for the identity of each category, and that feature-driven eye movements will occur for all categories. Second, does eccentricity bias play a role in guiding eye movements? We hypothesize that the presence of a strong eccentricity bias will result in subjects directing fixations most towards the center of the stimulus, regardless of the location of its key features. Alternatively, a prominent feature effect driving eye movements predicts that subjects will orient fixations to particular features, regardless of their location in the visual field. We also hypothesize that there will be a difference in the overall eccentricity bias depending on the visual category viewed. Faces and objects, which are associated with brain regions with a central visual-field bias, will have more centrally concentrated fixations, whereas scenes, which are associated with peripherally biased brain areas, will have more peripheral fixations. Third, we tested if fixation patterns vary across encoding and recognition memory tasks. We predict that an implicit task (such as a one-back task) during encoding may result in a different pattern of eye movements than an explicit task (such as recognition memory). Alternatively, finding similarities in eye movements across encoding and recognition will suggest that there is a common pattern of viewing stimuli of particular categories, irrespective of the task.
Methods

Subjects
40 subjects participated in total: 19 subjects (9 females, ages 18-67; mean=26.0) participated in Experiment 1, and 21 subjects (11 females, ages 18-30; mean=21.3) participated in Experiment 2. The experimental protocol was approved by the Stanford IRB.
Apparatus
The study used the Eyelink 1000 eye tracker (SR Research) which was placed in front of the subjects, who viewed a desktop monitor with a resolution of 1024 × 768, placed 57.5 cm away from their eyes. Subjects' head positions were stabilized with a chin rest. The experiment was programmed using Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997) and MATLAB (Mathworks).
Subjects' responses were recorded using a Macintosh keyboard connected to the computer running the experiment.
Stimuli
Subjects were shown six categories of stimuli: female faces, male faces, abstract sculptures, cars, indoor corridors, and outdoor buildings. Images (except cars) were photographed from two views: a frontal and a side views. For the frontal view, the camera was placed directly in front of the object, whereas the side view was taken by a camera was placed at a 45° angle relative to the object, as measured with a protractor. Frontal and 45° views of cars were taken from interactive websites allowing users to view cars across the 360° viewing sphere We focused on the categories of faces, places, and objects for two reasons. Firstly, neuroscience literature has shown that these stimulus categories are indeed distinct, as there exist brain areas specialized for processing each category (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, and Kanwisher, 2001; Epstein, 2005) . This allowed us to make robust conclusions about the nature of viewing patterns that may differ across different object categories. Secondly, these categories have exemplar with canonical features in the same spatial configuration; we narrowed down the stimuli set to corridors for scenes and cars for objects in order to meet this criterion.
This allowed us to consistently track specific features and locations in the visual field and clearly determine whether category specific feature effects exist or not.
Procedure
The basic format of the study consisted of three parts: the encoding task, the distracter task, and the recognition task. We tracked subjects' eye movements during the encoding and recognition tasks as they viewed the stimuli. Subjects were not aware that this was a recognition memory test, and were only informed that this was a study on eye tracking with different visual categories.
We conducted two separate experiments that were the same, except for the images shown during the recognition task. In Experiment 1, the old images in the recognition task were identical to the ones seen in the encoding phase. In Experiment 2, the images in the recognition task showed the same exemplars as during encoding, but at a different angle. That is, exemplars that were seen in the front view during encoding were shown in the side view during recognition, and vice versa.
Encoding phase
Subjects were asked to view a series of images on the screen, each presented for 2 seconds, and indicate with a button press when two consecutively presented images were identical (1-back task). There were a total of 48 unique images, consisting of 8 different images per category (male faces, female faces, cars, corridors, buildings and abstract objects); half were shown in the front view and half in the side view. Within each category, half of the images were presented twice consecutively. Image order was randomized for category, view, and repetition.
Distracter phase
Between the encoding and recognition phases, subjects participated in a distracter task lasting 3 minutes; they were asked to fixate on a central dot while viewing a rotating wedge with black and white checkerboard, and press the space bar when the dot turned red. The purpose of this task was to generate a constant time delay between the encoding and recognition phases with a stimulus that has no categorical or conceptual context or overlapping visual features.
Recognition phase
During recognition, subjects viewed 96 unique images, where half were the same exemplars from the encoding phase and half were new exemplars. Thus, for each category they saw 8 new exemplars and 8 old exemplars. Half were presented in the front view and half in the side view. Image order was randomized both across old/new, view, and category. Subjects were instructed to freely view the stimuli and report for each image via a key press if it was old or new. The recognition phase was self-placed. In Experiment 1, old images were identical to the ones shown in encoding. In Experiment 2, old images contained the same exemplars, but taken from a different view. Recognition memory performance for both experiments is in Appendix 1.
Data Analysis
For each task, stimulus, and subject, we measured the fixation patterns and quantified the fixation count, fixation count proportion, fixation duration, and fixation duration proportion.
Since data were qualitatively similar across measures, we report here fixation count proportion.
Heat Maps and scanpaths
Heat maps (Figures 4, 5, 8 ) and scanpaths ( Figure 3 ) were used to visualize the eye tracking data on the images shown in the experiment. Visualizations of heat maps were created for each image using the DataVision software, averaging across subjects. These visualizations helped us understand the general pattern of fixations, and also helped guide the process of defining interest areas (IA) for quantitative analyses. Scanpaths were generated for each image and subject to illustrate the fixation order. This helped us understand the general trends of fixations' order. Across subjects fixations locations were consistent but fixation order were more variable, prompting us to quantitatively analyze fixation proportion in specific IA.
Analysis of fixation patterns by Interest Areas (IA)
For each category we created interest areas that were used for all images of the category.
We created these interest areas to measure the proportion fixation and fixation duration on specific features of exemplars of a category. Our analyses used IAs that were visible in both the frontal and side views of category exemplars. However, slightly different features of a given interest areas may be visible in the different views (Figure 1) . IA data were averaged across all trials per subject, then across all subjects in an experiment.
Feature definitions were guided by the analysis of heat maps, were labeled according to semantic components as Interest Areas (IA) (e.g. eyes, wheels, walls), and together covered the stimulus. We defined five interest areas for faces: eyes, nose, mouth, cheeks, and hairline. We defined four interest areas for indoor scenes/corridors: end of the corridor, walls, ceiling, and floor. Finally, we defined five interest areas for cars: center of the front hood, sides of the front hood, wheels, windshield, and roof. Examples of how these interest areas were defined can be seen in Figures 4 and 8 . For the eccentricity analysis, we defined them as the center ring (0-3.5 visual degrees radius) and the peripheral ring (3.5-14 visual degrees radius); these can be seen in Figure 5 .
We did not include the first fixation point in the analysis to remove the first fixation center bias. In other words, ~80% of the first fixations were made on the center of the stimulus, and only ~20% of the first fixations were made in the periphery. This strong bias for fixating on the center of the image was found only for the first fixation, as there was no difference between proportion of fixations made in the center and periphery for all other fixations (2-way ANOVA with eccentricity X fixation order: F(1, 151) = 178.43, p < 10 -6, Figure 2 ). This can also be seen qualitatively in the example scan path in Figure 3 , where subjects initially looked at the center of all stimuli. This central first fixation bias may be a consequence of the stimulus presentation, as all images were centered on the screen, and therefore may bias the subjects to default their fixations on the screen center.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
For each experiment we used the ANOVA test to determine the significance of the factors of feature, task and view on the fixation pattern of subjects. The ANOVA was done separately for each category and experiment.
We present eye-tracking results for faces, cars, and corridors because these categories had consistent features and structure across images that allowed us to generate a single set of interest areas for each of these categories. Since each abstract structure and building had a different set of features and spatial structure, we were not able to generate a consistent set of interest areas that were found in each image of these categories. As such, results were image specific and not category specific, and thus cannot be readily generalizable to a new set of images from these categories. For faces, we present results across male and female faces, as results did not differ across male and female faces. In both experiments subjects make significantly more fixations in the center for the first fixation compared to the remaining fixations, motivating our decision to remove the first fixation point. Data are averaged across 19 subjects in Experiment 1 and 21 subjects in Experiment 2. Error bars represent standard error of mean (SEM) across all 19 subjects and 21 subjects respectively. 
Results
Experiment 1: Same View Image Recognition
Features drive Fixations
For each category (faces, cars, corridors) we analyzed subjects' fixation proportion on particular areas of the image as a function of task (encoding/recognition), image view (front/45°), and features. Since features are category specific, we analyzed results separately for each category. Our data revealed three key findings (Figure 4) . First, for all categories, the strongest factor modulating fixations were category-specific features (2-way ANOVA with feature X view, main effect of feature: Encoding: all Fs(4, 189) >82.7, p < 10 -6 ; Recognition: all Fs(4, 189) >72, p < 10 -6 , Figure 4) . Second, the feature subjects fixated on varied with view, especially for cars and corridors (significant interaction between stimulus view and feature;
Encoding: all three categories (2-way ANOVA with feature X view, interaction effect: all Fs(4, 189) > 3.5, p < 0.0112; Recognition: corridors and cars (2-way ANOVA with feature X view, interaction effect: all Fs(4, 189) > 95.6, p < 10 -6 ), Figure 4) . Third, in contrast to the strong feature and view effects, there were no significant differences between the pattern of fixations in the encoding compared to the recognition task (3-way ANOVA with feature X view X task, main effect of task: all Fs(1, 379) < 0.16, p > 0.687). However, there were some cases in which the effect of feature and/or view was stronger in one task compared to the other. Results for cars show a strong feature effect for the front hood of the car, and a feature by view interaction for which part of the front hood is fixated on (center for front view, sides for side view). C) Results for corridors shows a strong feature effect for the end of the corridor as well as the walls, with a feature by view interaction (end of the corridors for front view, walls for side view). Data are averaged across 19 subjects; errors bars represent the SEM. Figure 4 illustrates the feature effect for each image category. For faces, subjects fixated most on the eyes for both front and side views (more than 50% of the fixations are on the eyes, 2-way ANOVA with feature X view, main effect of feature: all Fs(4, 189) > 72, p < 10 -6 , Figure   4A ). Subjects also looked at the nose, but it was more modulated by view. In the encoding task, there were significantly more fixations on the nose for front views (~30%) than in the side view (< 20%, 2-way ANOVA with feature x view, interaction effect: F(4, 189) = 3.35, p = 0.0112, Figure 4A) ; the recognition task showed the same difference in eye fixation pattern, although not significantly (2-way ANOVA with feature x view, interaction effect: F(4, 189) = 1.58, p = 0.182, Figure 4A ). For cars, more than 90% of fixations were on the front hood of the car for both tasks. However, the region of the front hood fixated on varied by view of the stimulus:
subjects fixated more than ~70% of the time on the center of the front hood for frontal views (~80% for encoding, ~70% for recognition), but ~60% of the time on the side of the front hood for side views (2-way ANOVA with feature X view, interaction: all Fs(4, 189) > 95.6, p < 10 -6 , Figure 4B ). Similarly, for corridors the feature with most fixations for subjects varied by view for both tasks: subjects made ~50% of fixations on the end of the corridor and ~40% on the walls for frontal views of corridors, but less than ~20% of fixations on the end of the corridor and more than ~70% of fixations on the walls for side views of corridors (2-way ANOVA with feature X view interaction: all Fs(3, 167) > 92.81, p < 10 -6 , Figure 4C ).
The feature by view interaction raises the question of whether a third factor such as an eccentricity bias mediates the fixation on different features across views. In other words, did subjects fixate on different features across views because they contain different amounts of information? Or do subjects fixate in the same location on the image and different features happen to occur in that location across views? We hypothesized that if eccentricity bias drives fixation patterns, the same eccentricity bias will be found across views. However, if features are driving fixations, we will find an eccentricity by view interaction.
To address these alternatives, we analyzed the fixation proportions by eccentricity. We generated two interest areas defined by eccentricity, one containing the center of the stimulus (radius 3.5° around center of the screen) and a second containing a peripheral ring (3.5°-14°) and measured fixation proportions for each of these eccentricities. We found a significant view by eccentricity interaction for all three visual categories (2-way ANOVA with eccentricity X view, interaction effect: all Fs(1,151) > 78.46, p < 10 -6 , Figure 5 ). Subjects made more fixations in the center of the screen than the periphery for front view images, whereas they made more fixations in the periphery than the center for side view images. The difference is most pronounced for faces, where ~80% of fixations were made in the center for front view images but only ~30%
were made in the center for the side view. We can observe the same pattern in corridors and cars as well, which have ~70% fixations in the center for front view and ~40% of fixations in the center for side view (Figure 5 ). Thus, there was an overall center bias for the front view and a peripheral bias for the side view stimuli, showing that the fixations patterns are not based on a center bias. We further segmented the main features of each image category that received the most fixations into the portions falling in the center and peripheral ring for the front and side views, as seen in Figure 6 . From the first analysis of IA (Figure 4) , we determined these main features to be the eye and nose for faces, the front hood of the car for cars, and the walls and end of corridor for corridor scenes. We then determined if the eccentricity by view interaction still remained for these main features. Figure 6 shows that this interaction still existed for all categories in both tasks (3-way ANOVA with eccentricity X view X feature, eccentricity X view interaction effect:
all Fs(1,151) > 20.69, p < 10 -6 , Figure 6 ); subject would look at the center more than the peripheral eccentricity ring for the front view images, but more at the periphery than the center for side view images.
When we analyzed the feature by eccentricity interaction for only these key features for faces and corridors, we found that the fixation areas subjects fixated on were modulated by eccentricity. In both encoding and recognition tasks, there was a significant interaction effect between eccentricity and feature (3-way ANOVA with eccentricity X view X feature, eccentricity X feature interaction effect: all Fs(1, 151)>9.84, p < 0.0021, Figure 6 ). Subjects made more fixations in the portion of the eyes and nose falling in the center eccentricity ring than the peripheral eccentricity ring in the front view. However, for side views of faces there was a lesser of a center eccentricity effect;, fixations on the eyes occurred equally in the central and periphery of the screen. For cars, subjects made more fixations in the front hood falling in the center eccentricity ring in the front view, but more evenly distributed distributions with a slightly peripheral bias for side views. Similarly for corridors, there were more overall fixations in the end of the corridor and walls in the center eccentricity ring for front view, whereas there were more evenly distributed fixations across the center and periphery for the wall feature in the side view. In other words, the effect of eccentricity was not the same across the key features; subjects did not make more fixations on a region of the key feature simply because it fell in the center eccentricity ring. These analyses indicate that feature-driven fixations we observed initially could be explained just by just a center eccentricity bias. Thus, these analyses provide compelling evidence that the features drive fixations and different features are fixated upon across object views.
Finally, we asked whether the fixation patterns were influenced by the relative size of the feature: were subjects fixating most at the largest feature and least at the smallest feature? For all data points collected -each fixation proportion calculated per interest area per image, across all tasks -we calculated the correlation coefficient R between interest area size proportion and fixation proportion for each category (Figure 7) . The calculated R values differed across image categories, where faces showed a nonsignificant correlation (R= -0.0231, p=0.0772), cars showed a significant positive correlation (R= 0.561, p<10 -6 ), and indoor scenes showed a significant but weak correlation (R=0.194, p<10 -6 ). The positive correlation that existed for cars indicates that perhaps our feature effects were more dependent on a more low-level attribute such as the feature size as opposed to more high-level attributes, and we should keep this in mind throughout our results. However, these results also mean that for faces and corridors we can be convinced of our feature effect results, as the interest area size explains less than 1.6% of all variance in the data. There was no significant correlation between the two variables for faces, while there was a significant correlation for cars and corridors. However, the correlation was very weak for corridors, whereas cars had a stronger positive correlation.
Experiment 2: Different View Image Recognition
Results of the same view image recognition experiment (Experiment 1) suggested that subjects' viewing patterns of faces, cars and scenes was driven by fixation to particular features, modulated by the view of the stimulus and not as much by task. However, in Experiment 1 the images during encoding and recognition were identical. As such, this may have directed subjects to implicitly look at the same locations on the image across tasks. Therefore, in the different view image recognition experiment (Experiment 2), we asked if this viewing pattern would remain, even if the image was different across the encoding and recognition tasks. We used the same stimuli and tasks as Experiment 1, except that the images of a give exemplar where changed across encoding and recognition (see Methods). That is, if subjects viewed a frontal view of an exemplar during encoding they would see a side view of this exemplar during recognition, and vice versa. As in Experiment 1, we analyzed subjects' eye tracking patterns during encoding and recognition.
Qualitatively, fixation patterns and scan paths looked similar across the two experiments. Importantly, despite being presented with different images of the same exemplar across encoding and recognition there were no significant difference between the fixation patterns in the encoding and recognition tasks (3-way ANOVA with feature X view X task, main effect of task:
all Fs(1, 167) < 1.21, p > 0.271). Similar to Experiment 1, Experiment 2 data indicated that subjects fixated on category specific features, as fixation proportions varied by feature for all three categories across both tasks (2-way ANOVA with feature X view, main effect of feature:
Encoding: all Fs(4, 189) >98.32, p < 10 -6 ; Recognition: all Fs(4, 189) >79.49, p < 10 -6 , Figure   8 ). We also found an interaction between stimulus view and feature for all three categories in both tasks (2-way ANOVA with feature X view, interaction effect: Encoding: all Fs(4, 189) > 3.1, p < 0.0167 ; Recognition: all Fs(4, 189) >2.54, p < 0.0413, Figure 8 ). Figure   8A ). Subjects also looked at the nose, although it was modulated by the view with more fixations in the front view (<40%) than the side view (<30%, 2-way ANOVA with feature X view, interaction effect: all Fs(4, 189) > 2.54, p <0.0413, Figure 8A ). One noteworthy difference from Experiment 1 was the difference in fixations depending on task for the face category. Although it was not statistically significant (3-way ANOVA with feature X view X task, main effect of task:
F(1,4190) = 0.06, p = 0.812), the magnitude of difference between the fixation proportion on the eyes and nose was larger for the encoding task (~55% eyes, ~25% nose) than for the recognition task (~50% eyes, ~30% nose). For cars, more than 90% of fixations were on the front hood of the car with the region of front hood fixated upon varying by view, as in Experiment 1. Subjects fixated ~70% of the time on the center of the hood and ~25% on the side of the hood for frontal views, whereas they fixated ~55% of the time on the sides of the hood and ~20% on the center of the hood for side views, (2-way ANOVA with feature X view, interaction effect: all Fs(4, 189) > 91.8, p < 10 -6 , Figure 8B ). Fixations on corridor images also varied by view as in Experiment 1: subjects made ~45% of fixations on the end of the corridor and ~50% of fixations on the wall for frontal views, and ~80% of fixations on the wall and ~20% of fixations on the end of the corridor for side views (2-way ANOVA with feature X view, interaction effect: all Fs(3,151) = 92.81, p < 10 -6 , Figure 8C ).
We tested again if these feature effects were truly modulated by feature, or by some other factor -namely the eccentricity and feature IA size. Firstly, there was a significant view by eccentricity interaction for all three visual categories as expected (2-way ANOVA with eccentricity X view, interaction effect: all Fs(1, 167) > 84, p < 10 -6 , Figure 9A-C) . When looking at fixation proportion in the center eccentricity ring, faces had ~70% of fixations for the front view but only ~30% of fixations in the side view, and cars and corridors had ~60% of fixations in the center but ~40% in the side view. We also got similar results to Experiment 1 when segmenting the main features of each image category into the center ring portion and the peripheral ring portion (Figure 9D-F) . The interaction between eccentricity and view still existed for all categories in both tasks, where subjects would look at the center more than the peripheral for front view images, but more at the peripheral than the center for side view images (3-way ANOVA with eccentricity X view X feature, eccentricity X view interaction effect: all Fs(1,83) > 12.16, p < 0.0008, Figure 9D -F). this is also illustrated from the exemplar stimulus for each row. A) For faces, subjects make more fixations in the eyes and nose falling in the center eccentricity ring than the peripheral eccentricity ring in the front view. However, side views show less of a center eccentricity effect, and are instead more evenly distributed across the eccentricity rings. B) Similarly for cars, subjects make more fixations in the front hood falling in the center eccentricity ring in the front view, but more evenly distributed distributions with a slightly peripheral bias for side views. C) Similarly for indoor scenes, there are more overall fixations in the end of the corridor and walls in the center eccentricity ring for front view, whereas there are more evenly distributed fixations in the side view. D-F) Data show the fixation proportion for each part of the main interest areas that fall in different eccentricity rings in D) Faces; E) Cars; F) Corridors. Data are averaged across 21 subjects; errors bars represent the SEM. Figure 9D-F) . Thus, there was evidence in Experiment 2 that subjects do not make more fixations on a region of the key feature simply because it falls in the center eccentricity ring again.
IA Label Legend
Finally, we analyzed the correlation between feature size and fixation proportion, as was done in Experiment 1, and can be seen in Figure 10 . The pattern of R values remained the same as in Experiment 1, where faces showed a nonsignificant correlation (R= -0.022, p=0.0746), cars showed a significant positive correlation (R= 0.571, p<10 -6 ), and indoor scenes showed a significant but weak correlation (R=0.184, p<10 -6 ). Thus, we must keep the same point regarding the potential confound effect of interest area on our feature effect for cars. As was in Experiment 1, there was no significant correlation between the two variables for faces, while there was a significant correlation for cars and corridors. However, the correlation was very weak for corridors, whereas cars had a stronger positive correlation.
Discussion
Previous research has explored the various mechanisms for eye movement, including saliency (Yarbus, 1967; Itti & Koch, 2000) , eccentricity bias (Levy et. al.,2001) , task effects (Loftus, 1972) , and category specific feature effects (Yarbus, 1976; Loftus & Mackworth, 1978) .
However, several questions remained that our study addressed. Firstly, does the presence of category specific feature effects generalize to stimulus categories other than faces and scenes?
To do this, we looked at the proportion of fixations that landed on common features across three image categories of faces, corridors, and cars. We also attempted to explain away other potential reasons for observing a feature effect by manipulating the stimulus view angle and finding the correlation between feature size and fixation proportion. Secondly, how does eccentricity affect eye movements? To do this, we analyzed the proportion of fixations that landed in the center 3.5
visual degree radius and the peripheral 3.5-14 visual degree radius for all image categories. This helped us understand any eccentricity biases that existed for each category, and also helped support the results of feature effects; we could understand if fixations on each feature were in the center or peripheral ring and thus actually motivated by an eccentricity bias. Finally, how do different tasks such as encoding and recognition tasks affect the pattern of eye fixations? We compared the analysis on feature and eccentricity across both tasks in the study, and looked for any significant differences in fixation proportion between the two tasks.
Firstly, we found that category specific feature effects do generalize to other stimulus categories that have consistent features and structures across different instances. These results were the same both for the case where subjects were asked to recognize the exact images (Experiment 1), and where they were asked to recognize the same target stimulus in a different view (Experiment 2). We were able to replicate past findings for the face category, where most of the fixations landed on the eyes (Yarbus, 1976) , then the nose. This remained the case for images shown in both the front view and side view; subjects still looked most at the eyes and the nose, although there were less fixations on the nose in the side view. Thus despite the difference in magnitude between the fixations made in the front and side views, faces showed a consistent feature effect that was not modulated by view. There was also no correlation between feature size and fixation proportion, supporting the strength of the feature effect. For corridors, we were able to find a feature effect in which subjects fixated most on the end of the corridor and the walls, supporting previous literature on the effect of scene-schema knowledge (Henderson, 2003) . Contrary to faces, these features were modulated significantly by the stimulus view;
although the proportion of fixations on the end of the corridor and walls were similar for the front view images, there were significantly more fixations on the walls than the end of the corridors for side view images. Finally, we were able to identify a feature effect for cars, where subjects fixated mostly on the front hood of the car, with the stimulus view modulating which area of the front hood subjects fixated on. For front view images, subjects fixated most on the center of the hood, whereas for side view images, subject fixated most on the sides of the hood.
However, we should note that there was a positive correlation between feature size and fixation proportion for cars, indicating that perhaps the fixation patterns we observed were due to the size of the features that we defined. Although some of the fixations were driven to features irrespective of their relative size in the image, scenes and cars had a tendency to draw more fixations to the larger feature. Perhaps this was because larger features would require sampling in several locations in order to achieve high visual acuity of this image.
We also found interesting results regarding eccentricity effects across all three image categories for both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Subjects made significantly more fixations on the center of the stimulus for front view images, whereas they made significantly more fixations on the periphery of the stimulus for side view images. To compare this with the results we got for the feature analysis, we analyzed the fixation proportions after segmenting the main features of each category into the portions falling in the center and peripheral rings.
Finally, we found that fixation patterns in encoding and recognition tasks did not differ significantly for both experiments. In Experiment 1, although there were deviations in the magnitude of the effects such as the presence of a significant interaction between feature and view for faces in encoding but not recognition, the main effects observed for feature, eccentricity, and view were preserved across both tasks. Even after changing the stimulus presented in encoding and recognition for Experiment 2, there were still no significant differences between the two tasks observed. Thus, although there may be slight differences in important features fixated on for performing each task, they were not significant enough with regards to fixation proportion.
The present study had several limitations that could have been addressed for further investigation. Firstly, our image categories were constrained to stimuli with consistent features and configurations. For example, although we took data of subjects' fixations on outdoor scenes (buildings), the features and shapes of the buildings were so different that we could not identify consistent features to calculate fixation proportions for. We also did not investigate other indoor scenes other than corridors, so we cannot generalize the results regarding feature effects to other instances of indoor scenes.
Another key feature not captured by the current analysis was the perception of motion in the stimulus. Stimuli such as cars and corridors are associated with motion in natural scenes; cars are often seen in motion on roads, and people will be walking through corridors towards the end to reach a certain location. Thus, there is fixation information related to natural movements that cannot be fully captured by a stationary 2-D image. When we looked at the heatmaps for corridors in Experiments 1 and 2 for example, we observed the fixations on the wall clustering more towards the end of the corridor. The current results did not capture this clustering, as the fixations were just classified as falling on the "wall" regardless of where the fixations are. For example, the scanpaths in the side view corridor stimuli in Figure 3 showed initial fixations on the end of the corridor which gradually moved the other direction; this would simply be captured as fixations landing on the wall with the way features were defined in this study. Furthermore, although we could observe a scanpath pattern on an exemplar-by-exemplar basis, it was unclear whether these results are able to be generalized to other trials and subjects.
One method we could have used to address the limitations above would have been to formally analyze the scanpaths of subjects between the two tasks. Although it would have been more difficult to define specific features of fixation, methods do exist that preserve shape of scanpath, length and direction of saccades, and position and duration of fixations. This would have helped quantify more specific eye movement patterns across subjects (Foulsham, et. al., 2012) . For example, in this study by Foulsham they were able to identify that similarity of fixation durations across encoding and recognition tasks led to better recognition performance.
Thus our findings regarding the lack of significant difference between encoding and recognition tasks may have benefited from such an analysis of scanpaths, as they provide more criteria of eye movements that can differ between the two tasks.
Another way to corroborate our feature effect findings would have been to look at bottom-up eye movements, which refer to those driven by the visual stimulus. They are thought to be directed by primitive features of the visual scene, such as its color, orientation, contrast, and movement. If such low level features are prominent in an area of a visual stimulus, that area is said to be salient. For example, a bright red area in an otherwise monochrome scene is a salient area of the scene. Saliency is one of the main bottom-up features that capture bottom-up attention. Consequently, eye movements are naturally directed to areas of the stimulus with high saliency. For example, human fixation locations overlap with areas of the stimulus with high contrast (Yarbus, 1967) . Saliency has repeatedly been shown to be an effective predictor of human eye movement, especially in visual search of natural scenes (Itti & Koch, 2000; Parkhurst, Law, & Neibur, 2002; Itti 2005) . However, it is not the only factor that drives eye movements; recent studies have found that saliency can provide a set of possible locations to fixate on, but the final choice of fixation locations is based on top-down knowledge about the object or the scene (Itti, 2005) . For example, faces are especially known to drive eye movement in ways that cannot be explained by low-level features alone, as saliency alone cannot account for the majority of fixations landing on faces in complex visual scenes (Birmingham, Bischof, & Kingstone, 2009) . Correlating the fixations to the saliency of the image the fixation landed in would have provided our results behind the feature effects. Although we predict that this would have been a weak correlation as many of the salient features such as the hairline did not attract many fixations, it would have strengthened our conclusions.
There were several ways this study could have been extended further, in addition to analyzing scanpaths and saliency as mentioned above. One factor that was not examined fully was the effect of fixations on recognition memory performance. Although there was no difference in fixation proportion patterns between the encoding and recognition tasks across all subjects, factoring in success or failure at recognition of the stimulus per trial may have revealed differences in fixation proportion between encoding and recognition tasks. Previous research has been done studying various effects of fixations on recognition task performance (Loftus, 1972; Sekiguchi, 2011) , and future studies would attempt to replicate these results as well as discover novel fixation patterns for other visual categories that correlate with recognition memory performance.
In conclusion, we have found the presence of a strong feature effect for the three visual categories of faces, corridors, and cars that were subsequently modulated by the view; subjects fixated most on the eyes and nose for faces, the end of the corridor and walls for corridors, and the front hood for cars. There were several implications of this feature effect that we just outlined; one implication is that specific features drive eye fixations and encourage subjects to fixate on informative features for the task at hand. Furthermore, these fixation patterns may be influenced by our natural scene fixation habits even on static images. For example, we noted that the fixations for cars and corridors are driven by the heading direction of the stimulus relative to the user. This reflects how we view these categories in daily life; we want to see where cars are going towards by looking at the front of the car, and we are more likely to be looking and heading towards the end of a corridor to get somewhere. Future directions would be to extend these implications to other visual categories as well as non-stationary images, to expand more on our set of knowledge regarding feature-specific viewing patterns. Combined with other knowledge regarding mechanisms for these viewing patterns such as neurophysiological evidence, we hope to be able to make other interesting conclusions about what is going on in those few fleeting seconds when we look at objects in the world. Acknowledgments This project could not have been possible without Kalanit Grill-Spector. She has been there for me from when I was a clueless freshman who hadn't even coded before, to now as a senior writing a thesis on the three years of research I have conducted in her lab. Looking back, letting me "play" with the eye-tracker was the start of not only a valuable and intriguing project, but also my development as a researcher. I am incredibly lucky to have her as my mentor, both inside and outside of the lab. Thank you for your time, support, advice, and encouragement over the past four years.
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